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I like to make unique embellishments 

for my quilts and fiber arts projects. 

Two recent favorites are tassels and 

pom-poms. There are so many fun way to 

create and use them!

Tassels can be made from nearly any 

fiber—floss, yarn, string, twine, thread, 

and even paper, leather, or suede. Tassels 

can adorn a variety of objects, everything 

from jewelry such as earrings, necklaces, 

and bracelets; to zipper pulls on bags 

and clothing; key rings; pillows; quilts; 

and more. If the object you’re attaching 

the tassel to will be washed, consider this 

when choosing the material you will use 

to construct your tassel. 

There are three general construction 

techniques for making tassels—basic, 

wrapped, and rolled.

A pom-pom is a fun, whimsical 

embellishment that can be easily made 

from a variety of materials like yarn, 

embroidery floss, twine, or thin strips 

of fabric. The size of the pom-pom is 

determined by the size of the cardboard 

you start with; the density of the pom-

pom is determined by the thickness of 

the material you’re using to create it. 

In general, thicker yarns are better for 

larger pom-poms and thinner yarns are 

better for smaller ones. 

Pom-poms are great on their own, but 

are even better in clusters! Use them 

on quilts, clothing, jewelry, bags and 

totes, and even on their own to decorate 

draperies, lamps, and much more.

InstructIons

Basic Tassel
1. Cut a sturdy piece of cardboard 

the length that you would like the 

finished tassel to be. From a new 

skein of embroidery floss, cut a 

12" length and set aside. Cut a 36" 

long piece to use for the “neck” 

of the tassel and set aside. Wrap 

the remainder of the skein of floss 

around the cardboard. If using yarn, 

string, or thread, wrap as many 

times as needed to fill about 1". A 

thicker string will need less wraps, a 

thinner string will require more.
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Materials Needed 
For All Tassels + Pom-poms
• Scissors

• Glue

Optional

• Water misting bottle

Specific materials for each style
Basic Tassel

• Sturdy cardboard (I used a 4" square)

• Embroidery floss

Wrapped Tassel

• Embroidery floss (3 skeins in 

contrasting colors)

Rolled Tassel

• Paper, leather, or suede piece—

about 4" x 8"

Pom-poms

• Yarn

• Cardboard (I used a piece 4" x 6".)
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2. Slide the 12" piece of floss under the 

wrapped floss on the cardboard, draw 

up tight, and tie a knot along 1 edge 

of the cardboard. Slide the now-tied 

bundle of floss off the cardboard. Do 

not clip the 12" long piece that you 

knotted around the loops!   

3. Smooth and hold the top of the tassel. 

Tie a knot around the top of the neck 

of the tassel with the 36" piece of 

floss. Keep a short tail on 1 side of 

the knot and the remainder of the 36" 

length on the other. Wrap the longer 

tail around the neck, working your 

way toward the bottom of the neck, 

pulling the floss tight, and keeping 

the wrapping neat and even. Hide the 

short end of the knotted floss under 

the wraps as you go.  

4. When you get to the bottom of the 

neck, make a loop knot with the end 

of the wrapping floss and pull tight. 

Snip the end of the floss about ¼" 

away from the knot, add a small drop 

of glue onto the cut end and smooth 

it into the neck. With sharp scissors, 

trim the bottom of the tassel. 

Tip: Lightly spritz the bottom of the tassel 

with water before trimming for a crisp, 

straight cut. 

5. The ends of the floss at the top of the 

tassel can be used to sew the tassel 

onto a pillow, quilt, or clothing. They 

can also be decorated with beads, or 

a jump ring can be added if you’re 

using the tassel to make jewelry.

Variations
• Wrap multicolor floss or several colors 

of floss together for a rainbow tassel. 

• Wrap a contrasting floss around the 

neck of the tassel. 

• Try silk or linen floss for a different 

texture. 

• Add embroidery around the neck. 

• Glue trim or ribbon around the neck. 

• Dip the end of the tassel in dye or 

paint for an ombré effect. 

• Make longer or shorter tassels by 

starting with different sizes of cardboard. 

• Make very full tassels by wrapping the 

cardboard a lot more. 

• Try an unusual material such as 

baker’s twine.

The Wrapped Tassel
1. Remove the paper bands from a new 

skein of embroidery floss and place 

the floss on the table. 

2. Cut 3 pieces of contrasting floss 36" 

long each from a second color of floss 

and 1 piece 36" from a third color. 

3. Find the center of the skein of floss 

and tie a knot with the first 36" 

piece at ¾" from the center. Begin 

wrapping the floss tightly and evenly 

around the skein, hiding the tail 

of the knot. Wrap for ¼" and tie a 

knot but don’t clip the end. Add in 

and knot another 36" piece of the 

second color as the first. Continue 

wrapping, tightly and evenly, for ¼" 

or so. Add another 36" piece of the 

second color in the same manner 

until you’ve reached the middle. 

4. Reverse the order heading away 

from the center by retrieving the 

correct floss end from the pile, loop 

and wrap back to the beginning. 

End with a knot about ¾" from the 

center. Clip the ends of all wrapping 

threads.

5. Fold the wrapped skein in half, 

and knot the third color 36" piece 

around the bottom of the wrapped 

edges to form the neck. Wrap evenly 

and tightly to form the neck, hiding 

the short end in the wraps. When 

you’ve reached the bottom of the 

neck, tie a loop knot and clip the 

end ¼" from the knot. Place a dot of 

glue on the cut end and smooth it 

into the neck. 

6. Clip the bottoms of the loops in the 

skein with sharp scissors. 

Tip: Lightly spritz the bottom of the 

tassel with water before trimming for a 

crisp, straight cut. Add a jump ring to the 

top of the tassel for jewelry, sew a button 

through the loop formed on the top for 

clothing, bags, and quilts, or sew the loop 

directly onto your project.

Variations 
• Try a variegated skein of floss for the 

main part of the tassel. 

• Wrap multiple colors around the skein. 

• Make miniature wrapped tassels by 

using half a skein of floss and folding 

it in half before wrapping. 

• Use silk or linen floss for texture. 

• Makes a terrific zipper pull!

BONUS! 
Rolled Tassel 
(Not shown on “Quilting Arts TV”)

1. Cut a piece of paper, leather, or 

suede 4" x 8". Draw a line ½" from 

the edge on the 8" length. With 

sharp scissors, cut the paper, leather, 

or suede into 1⁄8"–¼" wide strips, 

stopping when you get to the drawn 
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line, forming a fringe. Keep all of the 

fringes cut the same width.

2. Cut the last 2 pieces of fringe all 

the way through and set aside. Cut 

1 of the loose pieces of fringe 1½" 

long and fold in half. Glue the ends 

together and then to the wrong side 

of the top corner of the remaining 

fringe, forming a loop. 

3. Begin tightly rolling the fringe 

around the glued loop, adding glue 

as you go, until you have reached 

the end. Keep the top edge even.

4. Take the second loose fringe piece 

and wrap it around the neck of the 

tassel, securing the ends with glue.

Variations
• Paint or decorate the paper, leather, or 

suede before cutting the fringe. 

• Vary the length and width of the cut 

sizes for larger or smaller or fuller 

tassels. 

• These tassels hold their shape well 

and are ideal for bags and key rings 

because they stand up to daily abuse. 

• Vary the width of the fringe cuts for 

different effects.

Pom-Poms
1. Create a template for the pom-pom 

using a piece of cardboard with a slit 

cut in it. See diagram below. 

2. Wrap yarn evenly and tightly around 

the template, with the slit in the 

cardboard held perpendicular to the 

wrapping of the yarn.

3. Cut a piece of yarn about 10" long. 

Tie this piece of yarn very tightly 

around the wrapped yarn, using the 

slit in the cardboard to get around the 

wrapped yarn easily.

4. Slide the bundle of tied yarn off the 

cardboard template and, using the 

scissors, snip the loops on both sides 

of the bundle.

5. Fluff the pom-pom and trim to create 

a smooth, pleasing shape.

Variations 
• Wrap different colors of yarns around 

the cardboard template for multi-

colored pom-poms.

• Try thick and thin yarns in the same 

pom-pom for variety and more texture.

• Use thin strips of fabric that fray easily 

to create a pom-pom.

• Dip sections of the pom-pom in dye 

or diluted paint or ink for an ombré 

effect.

janedavila.com

Pom-pom Template
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